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The Turnitin vision: 
Building an international community of 

integrity

Gill Rowell, Education Manager, Turnitin
ICAI Inaugural Mediterranean Conference, 9 

September,2016



“What does academic integrity mean to me?”
“Academic Integrity is both a 

process and a product. It is the 
continuous safeguarding of 
academic standards, through 
upholding and reflecting upon, 
ethical, moral, and personal issues. 
Academic integrity is the ability to 
discern right from wrong; and the 
adoption of robust measures to 
ensure that academic work output is 
devoid of dishonest practice.”

“As academics, we have the 

responsibility of moulding
impressionable minds and future 
citizens of this world. Our own children 
are going to be part of that world and it 
is only by practising academic integrity 
that we can hope to bequeath a better 
world for them.”

“Academic integrity is vital to the learning process to 

ensure deep understanding for the benefit of the 
learner. In an age of rapid information access, 
academic integrity has grown in importance as it 
provides assurances of comprehension and ideation 
of difficult concepts and theories to improve the 
knowledge construction of the learner.”

“It is the foundation upon which we stand as 
academics. Without integrity in what we 
teach, how we teach it, how we deliver, and 
assess the subjects and courses we teach, 
the knowledge we impart has no value. Just 
as we expect ‘charity to begin at home’, 

academic integrity also begins with us, the 
academics. As a teacher of ethics and 
integrity, I persevere to be a role model of 
integrity for my peers and my students, to 
demonstrate with my behavior, my work, my 
practices the values of integrity I want to see 
in them.” 
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The Academic Integrity cycle



Technology alone is not the solution! 

“The JISC Electronic Plagiarism Detection 
project was established to review electronic 

solutions to the issue of plagiarism. However, it 
became clear that, as with most things in life, 
technology can only assist us, it will never 

replace the expertise of humans and that the 
answer to problems usually lies in process 

and procedures not technology alone.” (JISC, 
2000)
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“Revolutionising the experience of writing to 
learn”

Formative 
Feedback

Original 
Writing

Summative 
Assessment



What does writing look like today?

TIME PRESSURES PLAGIARISM

ILLEGIBLE COMMENTSWRITING ASSESSMENTS
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DEADLINES PLAGIARISM

ILLEGIBLE COMMENTSWRITING ASSESSMENTS
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Improve
Through Revision



PLAGIARISM

ILLEGIBLE COMMENTSWRITING ASSESSMENTS
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Promote
Original Writing

Improve
Through Revision



PLAGIARISM

WRITING ASSESSMENTS
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Promote
Original Writing

Improve
Through Revision

Evaluate and Deliver 
Personalized

Feedback
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Grading and
FeedbackPromote

Original Writing

Evaluate and Deliver 
Personalized

Feedback

Assess
Student Progress

Improve
Through Revision
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Grading and
Feedback

Promote
Original Writing

Encourage students to
take ownership of their ideas

Evaluate and Deliver 
Personalized

Feedback
Engage students and

promote critical thinking.

Assess
Student Progress
Assess student work fairly, 

reliably, and quickly.

Improve
Through Revision

Automated feedback so students 
can write more, and write better.



60B+ Web Pages                   150M+ Scholarly Articles                     600M+ Student Papers

Turnitin Feedback Studio   © 2016 Turnitin LLC. Company confidential.

Original WritingOriginality Check 



Originality report       Quickmark sets       Voice comments       Summary comments       Grading rubrics
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Turnitin Feedback StudioTurnitin Feedback Studio 
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Unified 
Responsive 

Design
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Simplified 
Interface
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Simplified
Service 
Layering
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Enhanced 
Marking

”



Turnitin Revision Assistant      

Turnitin Revision Assistant

Engage Students
in the Writing Process

Support Teachers
in the Classroom

Improve Learning 
Outcomes
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Revision Assistant



Developing an international 
community of integrity 



From plagiarism to feedback

“We initially in the first instance, were using it for plagiarism 
detection…We wanted to have a full integrated system that would allow 
students to submit online, for us to mark online and for the feedback to get 
back to the students efficiently online…we do use Turnitin in a way that’s 
not so much tracking the students and detecting plagiarism, but really to 

help them in their evidence-based writing.” (Hoole, 2015)



From plagiarism to academic writing

“One of the initial areas and challenges that we are faced is that we run a 
sports science course, so students are very practical in their learning and 

struggle to really appreciate at times what it is in terms of writing, 
academic writing. And what I’ve learnt is that students don’t want to be 

told they are wrong, they want to be shown. They need examples of 
what good writing is.” (Abrahamson, 2015)



A global academic community 

“I feel that it evokes an accountability on the part of the students where 
they feel they are taking part in something that’s a bit broader than just the 

tutoring room environment...and where they have to have their own voice 
and individual identity” (Alberts, 2015)



The journey so far…

• National approaches to promoting academic 
integrity 

• Turnitin Global Innovation Awards
• National and regional initiatives recognised

globally 
• Events like this!



Call for papers closes 10 October 
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Thank you!
Gill Rowell: growell@turnitin.com

Mark Harnor: mharnor@turnitin.com

mailto:growell@turnitin.com
mailto:mharnor@turnitin.com
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